
   

 

 

I. Call to Order  

II. Opening Roll Call 

III. Approval of the Agenda 

a. Motion to approve; seconded 

b. Objection; Joe 

i. Move guest speaker from c to a; seconded; approved 

c. Motion to approve as amended; seconded; approved 

IV. Approval of the Previous Minutes 

a. Minutes from the 12th meeting on November 29th, 2016 (Sent via email) 

i. Motion to approve; seconded; approved 

V. Guest Speakers 

a. Dr. Ashley Lucas – Professor of Latino(a) Theater for Social Change  

i. Theater performance on Flint water crisis 

ii. Some parts factual, some artistic liberties. We come to see if you are 

interested in working with UM Flint, I feel we have an obligation to that 

community. Not helping is just tragic.  

iii. Motivation behind why we’re here…someone can’t step out and drink 45 

minutes away. We are sharing that burden. Just here to brainstorm, work 

with you, see if you can in any capacity do something long term. We 

understand there are have been water drives. Level needed is 

skyrocketing. The schools, retirement homes, etc. are suffering, much 

harder…psychologically damaging…. 

iv. The government has shown a lack of initiative to help this city…trying to 

give us propaganda, this room, so many resources and powerful faces 

I’m looking at right now.  

v. From East side of Flint, looks like a bomb hit, some with no 

electricity…have to have resources to get to place where water is 

distributed. Need a long-term strategy; community outreach, moms and 

babies need your help.  

vi. Long-term commitments, blood battle…it’s present, compete against 

MSU, can do that and be creative. Presence on a national level…lead 

poisoning, taken 20 years to solve. Replacing pipes is intense and 

cumbersome. These other communities reached out for help and got their 

water covered. Can move on to other efforts. Organizers’ hands are tied. 

Water drive after water drive.  

vii. Know we all feel really passionate about this, which is why we’re here.  

1. Andy – appreciate coming to us about this issue, down to help, 

find troubling that governor Snyder’s daughter goes, here 

constituent o ours, concerning caricature of her dad on our 

campus, happy to give water or money, doesn’t deserve…A – 

studied type of theater…one of main points is to satirize 

opposition, reflecting on pieces we worked on. Way of 

processing, grief, comes with lack of support.  

2. Rachel – what did you mean by getting their water covered? A – 

picking a high school, rec center, etc. allocating budgets, 
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convince them to put money aside in departments. Cutting a 

check. Hyper vulnerable population, erasing these people… 

3. Nadine – thank you for coming, think a lot about this, thoughts 

on rather than allocating, would you consider adopting 

elementary school rather than high school? A – yes 

4. Joe – biggest thing is just get water? A – yes 

5. Joe – more of water here to there or run out of water bottles? A – 

they are running out…not making plans for long-term treatment.  

6. Rachel – know a lot of courses/projects outside the classroom, 

assigning as project semesterly? A – yes, would want something 

institutional, not 4 year cycle.  

7. Grace – thank you for coming…institutional organizations that 

do outreach, going to them… 

8. Gaby – other schools in state who have started programs, model 

to work off of? A –no, Virginia tech were first people to do 

research there, not UM. Would be pioneering something.  

viii. Want to say here to get energetic backing. Students want to do something 

that is long-term commitment. Merry Christmas and happy Hanukkah 

and happy holidays.  

b. Julia Fiks Salem – Development Summer Internship Program (D-SIP) 

i. Rep from DSIP, senior business major and casc minor, In dsip last 

summer. Really great opportunity. Paid internship in Ann Arbor. 

Development and fundraising but not asking anyone for money. 27 

positions, 1st found interview strengths and skills. Match with position to 

match skills. Speaks to who you are. 4 in non-profits. Others at UM 

units. Paid Monday-Thursday working, really meaningful. Presented to 

dean at the end of the summer. Everybody exposed to philanthropy in 

their life. Skills go from research to marketing to event planning. Open to 

all majors…including graduating seniors. Also have a course for up to 3 

credits. As a cohort, class about importance of philanthropy in the US. 

Awesome guest speakers…um and community leaders, share their 

experiences. Go to Petoskey for a retreat to bond with cohort. 

Professional development – Friday afternoons, mock interviews, 

assigned a mentor, resume workshops. Can’t recommend it enough. 

Really impactful work. Office hours this week to go through the 

application. Deadline is January 8th, more office hours week before. 

Resume, cover letter, and essay. Couple of brochures.  

1. Frank – how long? A – 12 weeks, paid 32 hours/week 

2. Alex – class graded? A – everybody got an A, can take pass fail. 

No exams just reflective papers.  

3. Kathryn – credits? A – go towards general credits, some able to 

count for something.  

c. Jack Bernard & Sarah Daniels– Associate General Counsel to the Office of the 

Vice President 

i. Sarah – I’m associate dean of students in student life. Jack was invited to 

speak. 



   

 

ii. Jack – have taught some of you…all started because I had opportunity to 

talk with SRAC group, members of student government thought would 

be great for student government. What I spoke about with SRAC was 

how first amendment affects decisions university can make. Seems 

mysterious to students.  

iii. Sarah – not necessarily addressing specific incidents, guidework around 

applications to us as public institution versus a private institution, what 

we can and cannot do. Predicted semester would be challenging, 

prepared for the conversation back in august. Understanding legal 

framework, what we can do to support students and staff. My work, three 

buckets: manage parent and family weekend, supervise beyond the diag, 

crisis management and emergency response. Handle academic, financial 

issues, etc. issues of bias and campus climate. Always been student in 

front of me – working together to figure out what we can do. Less 

focusing on definition of hate speech. Ethnic intimidation, no criminal 

statute around hate crime. Providing support to impacted students. Other 

piece is values of institution, respecting DEI, perspectives and identities, 

showing up in that way. Challenging work. Freedom of speech and 

values coming together can be challenging.  

iv. Jack – stunned at the number of you in here, last time fewer of you. 

Thinking about in context of our values on campus these days. Not new 

values, but new DEI moniker. Now a campaign and more money but 

inherent values, important values. One of central tenants, diverse group 

of people with equal opportunity. Welcome environment. Hear from 

people who don’t feel that way. Lived personal experiences that make 

them feel uncomfortable. Peers at the institution, people outside the 

university. Trying to make a place…opportunity to engage all issues and 

voices, two sets of principles go hand in hand. Sometimes collisions – 

examples here this fall, see them regularly, you don’t necessarily see 

them. Appreciate opportunity for whole university engaging around these 

issues. Happen on fairly regular basis on a college campus. Some you 

hear about some you don’t. upsetting when they happen. People expect a 

reaction – we should but there are limitations. Public institution – 

prevented from interfering with pro-texted speech of the people – 1st 

amendment. My son was 4, daughter 4, in grocery store. Son ran to shelf 

and pulled thing and threw into shopping cart. I look at it, chocolate 

confection. Not good for you. Max looks so happy, I said don’t think 

we’re gonna get that today. I’m not going to say because I said so. We 

engaged in conversation...I decide to wrap it up. Said today I’m buying. I 

feel like we’re done talking. He said I have free speech. I said from the 

government, not from me. Max doesn’t have protection from me, comes 

from the government. Government is constrained from curtailing lawful 

speech. Challenge at university. Accustomed to seeing individuals not let 

someone else talk. University has some limits. Doesn’t mean nothing, 

useful to think about as terrain. Some speech is offensive, etc. university 

struggles to give response everyone would like to give. Doesn’t mean all 

speech can happen all the time. Forums. This is a forum. You get to 



   

 

decide what speech happens in here. As long as does not violate the law. 

University has least control in places everyone can speak. Have chalking 

policy, tried experiments with that one. Unsatisfying when university 

doesn’t erase chalking. As long as is lawful. If it’s speech, even if 

offensive, not allowed to interfere with that. Other students interfere all 

the time. More speech – what we do around here. Very powerful 

statement to respond to that speech – uplifting.  

v. Sarah – not either or in erasing or do nothing. Talking about person 

impacted. Alternative events, speakers, proactive and continued 

education. Posters with varying messages. Getting people to think more 

and differently.  

vi. Jack – college admissions officer for a while…university also can speak. 

President said things. Professors.  

vii. Sarah – president of West Virginia…public institution…speaker called 

professor out by name. Can censure, not censor. President went to social 

media and said reprehensible. Didn’t censor speech but strong response. 

Very interesting and much more direct response than many institutions. 

Within last week or so 

viii. Tania - Francesca – I had some professors after the election who shared 

their views with the class, some said they couldn’t, are there guidelines 

for that? A- not supposed to be pulpit for own ideas. Subject matter to be 

there. Delicate issues. Hard for student public employees. Letting the air 

out when tension. Talk about a little room to talk, not appropriate to co--

op or make people feel bad about viewpoints they have. MSU staff 

member on YouTube, didn’t follow what would be my advice. Beyond 

where wanted to go. Professors are human beings. Not supposed to be 

projecting viewpoints.  

ix. Chris – Texas A&M yesterday…media has similar debate. Seems like 

would be useful for you to go to media and say why public universities 

do what they do? A – different media have own views. You create a 

forum for speech. Can talk about whole variety of things. Allowed to 

select graduation speaker. When a forum is created, you have to allow all 

viewpoints in that forum. Always happy to help you. Opportunity 

understand what seems so easy.  

x. Andy – extend by 5 mins; seconded; approved 

xi. Sheema – what do you recommend this body do to deal with these 

issues? A- speak. Respond with speech. Be thoughtful about your 

speech. Not everybody’s going to agree with you. Can talk about what 

we don’t agree about, support discussion. What can we do…happy to sit 

down and talk through ideas, what is our voice, how do we use it, in what 

way. What does it look like. Getting into dialogue…have a conversation, 

where do we fundamentally disagree. How do we make it work, what 

does that look like? That’s the conversation.  

xii. Alex – differentiate between protected and not-protected speech. Clarity 

on difference? A – conduct is not speech. Speech with no protection 

under law: threats – fighting words, incite violence. Institution will 

respond to threats. Understand your passion. People feel hurt, unsafe, 



   

 

threatened, on campus. There is no question, institution can and has 

responded to threats. Can prevent some speech.  

1. Motion to extend by 5 minutes; seconded; approved 

xiii. Jack – most spaces on campus not open for speech. Posters… 

1. Eli – process if provocative figure wants to speak? A – anybody 

would have to follow process for anyone – department can 

sponsor, student organization. Whatever the process is. Get 

challenged by some potential content. Part of my work is 

working with those sponsoring controversial speakers to allow 

event to happen and not prevented from occurring. Content 

perspective, have to track that and see what we do.  

2. Grace – grounds for cancelling something like American Sniper? 

A – ordinarily if speech has followed process, wouldn’t.  

3. Frank –read Richard spencer article on planning to speak 

here…daily article said no? A – only seen from him that he’s 

planning to come here.  

VI. Community Concerns 

a. Keysha, Kate, Shandria, Tyler (pooled) 

i. Kate – came to talk about DACA but totally grossed out. Stop Islam on the diag 

is a threat. Tired about people talking about hurt feelings. Real threats of violence 

carried out on this campus. Not normal circumstances. To say it’s any other free 

speech is not taking seriously that if we don’t stop it it does grow. There have 

been threats made. People at regents meeting started chanting, several of them 

have been banned. CSG elections can’t send an email to my own list to enforce 

candidates. This is a public body. Double standard. DACA – green cards to 

people who have DACA. They were guaranteed protection. Trump will have all 

of their information if Obama doesn’t do something now. Tangible gain that we 

could win. Schlissel has signed onto letter – this can make a real difference.  

ii. Keysha – don’t have a lot to say, kind of shaken. As a student, tired of tearing 

down those posters by myself. The new thing…numbers for ICE. Came from 

UM Dearborn. Was incredibly excited. Protest before I was accepted around 

Aura Rosser’s death. Organize – what does that mean. I was sobbing obviously. 

My mom is white…so excited to come here when I went to that march. What 

does organizing mean, what does it mean to do something. always thought UM 

AA would be a place to do something better. Cannot debate fascism, can’t have a 

discussion about it. Not a mythical creature. Cannot have a civil conversation, 

have to shut it down. Found the flyer [reads flyer]. I’m shaken because I know 

people who have DACA, are undocumented. We support the resolution coming 

forth tonight. Doing something material about that conversation. More 

deportations under Obama than any other president. DACA was because of 2006 

immigrant rights movement. Marching in Washington…they shut down that bill, 

demanded stop turning a blind eye. Their demand, their action. New terrifying, 

situations.  

iii. Tyler – wanted to remind everyone about Justin vote. Able to stop deportation at 

that court hearing. Hopefully on way to getting his green card.  

1. Josh – motion to extend by 2 minutes; seconded; approved 



   

 

iv. Tyler – Obama’s responsibility, people afraid to apply for DACA, now Trump’s 

saying he’ll use that to go after them first. This thing about free speech is really 

nuts. First DEI conference, talked about regents meeting protest. After Keysha’s 

speech, banned 9 from campus. Supposed to be for a year. Extended for 4 more 

years. Fighting racism. To increase minority enrollment.  

VII. Executive Communications 

a. David – hope you’re enjoying last week of classes. Executive team elected Noah Betman 

and whit Froehlich as reps to constitutional convention. Christian bashi to replace joseph 

Hansel next semester. Very excited to have Christian on board. Totals still being 

consolidated for giving blue day. Thanks for those who gave, spread the word. Feel free 

to approach with projects or ideas.  

b. Micah – next semester, would like to go to own student government meetings. University 

council would like to see your faces. Bridge communication.  

c. Noah – committee commission attendance. Happy Tuesday. About 1,000 students used 

readership program during pilot, extended through rest of academic year. Will send you 

link after – infrastructure commission working on busses to grocery stores. Please fill that 

out.  

d. Joe – 2 things on radar. Listening tour and full comprehensive report of what CSG’s 

done.  

e. Grant – raising money for LES – benefit in February. Administrators, faculty, etc. 

making guest list now. Study groups for finals – December 12-20. Rogel and room in 

league booked 7am-2am, coffee, coupon vouchers, outlets. Couple hundred study spots.  

f. Nadine – 2 things working on now. Expanding composting. Don’t have definitive answer 

or solution. February 14th 1pm-6pm public service and civic engagement fair. Need help 

with trying to bring in people in, put contact info in link. Planning process would also be 

good.  

i. Teddy – advertising grant? A – Facebook, etc.  

VIII. Report of the Speaker 

a. Tania – please try to go to student government meetings like Micah said. New rep 

orientation tomorrow. Feel free to come. Suggestions for additions to presentation. 

Attendance records will be reset for everyone. Ugly sweater competition next week. 

Studying abroad or graduating next semester let me know. Please send Joe and myself 

summary on new resolutions.  

b. Joe – office hours were a flop but I tried. Will brainstorm better ideas for next semester. 

Bathroom update. Tours happened without me. Problems with LSA bathrooms and Ugli. 

Comprehensive report, talking to maintenance. Might get some bathroom reservations.  

i. Frank – new rep orientation? A – tomorrow 6pm-7pm 

IX. Representative Reports 

X. Committee Reports 

a. Rules Committee 

i. Ramon in charge of rules next week, brace yourselves. Meeting Thursday 

630pm.  

ii. Christian – motion to recess after committee meetings; seconded; not approved 

b. Finance Committee (Report Attached) 

i. Max – Craig and I had a great date. Look to next semester to come up with 

things, questions, come to our meeting tomorrow. 6pm-7pm espresso south u.  

c. Communications Committee 



   

 

i. Seth – added tab under for students section on website for orgs to request social 

media advertising. Shreyas brought idea to committee a few weeks ago. Pen pal 

program for international students. Big project. Meeting tomorrow 530 basement 

of espresso.  

1. Noah – comms allocated and spent? A – 2k, not sure how much spent 

d. Resolutions Committee (Report Attached) 

i. Josh – visits from authors of 19, 21, 26, discussed those. Meeting Sunday 230pm 

CSG room G.  

XI. Election and Recall of Members 

a. Election Tie-Breaker for College of Architecture and Urban Planning Representative 

i. Andy POI refuse on grounds all abstain neither are here, both write-in, don’t 

seem to suggest they want to be here. Abstain on principle.  

1. Jared – loophole, have to resign, take active step.  

2. Omar – on assembly? A – no 

3. Micah – Kristen is architecture and art and design, research intern, 

president of sorority,  

4. Frank – allowed to vote if not here 

5. Sophia – Caroline Peterson ran for your Michigan  

6. Shreyas – delay for a week?  

ii. Andy – motion to table for one week; seconded; approved 

XII. New Business 

a. A.R. 6-022: A Resolution to Allocate Funds to the Student Organization Funding 

Commission 

i. First reads 

1. Jean-Marco – hi everyone. 9th wave of funding, budget starting to get 

tight. Funding terrain bizarre this year. Requests in first third extremely 

minimal. Upon 2nd wave, awarded funds at rapid rate. Followed by high 

claim rates in 2nd wave set got behind it budget. Allocated 222k, budget 

217, asking for funds to help us meet our liabilities to student orgs in the 

final wave set.  

a. Pratik – allocated 222k, 217k, asking for 7k? A – those were 

rough estimates. Have to estimate actually claimed and requested 

throughout semester. Reimbursement basis. Claims never 100%. 

Weird scenario. Mission is to help student organizations. Try to 

project ahead to meet budget. Not a perfect science. This year 

peculiar…over award or stay to course. Chose to 

overcompensate to make up for first wave set.  

b. Pratik – still expecting some claims to come in? A – just rounded 

to more palatable number. To exact amount can make that edit.  

c. Andy – exact number? A - $6,480 roughly.  

ii. Comments on how to improve 

1. Chris – exact numbers for second reads 

2. Max – whereas stating how much left in legislative discretionary  

iii. Referred to finance committee 

b. A.R. 6-023: A Resolution to Amend the Operating Procedures to Streamline Time 

Extension Rules 

i. First reads 



   

 

1. Jared – changes way extending time is done…previously set number of 

extensions allowed, proposing to set a cap time in having as many 

extensions as we wish. Basically if what happened today…this way can 

keep extending as many times as we want or all in one go. Last two 

resolved fix minor issues. If executive communications…time 

commissioners get to present. Fix some rules for rep reports.  

a. Ali – covered in constitutional convention? A – operating 

procedures 

b. Josh – equation? A – can take it out if people don’t like it  

c. Chris – procedure for if they don’t want extension? A – no 

formality, they yield time back to speaker  

d. Josh – equation is saying what text is? A – yes 

ii. Comments on how to improve 

iii. Referred to rules committee 

c. A.R. 6-024: A Resolution to Amend the Election Code to Reduce the UEC Burden of 

Persuasion 

i. First reads 

1. Jared – quick for election code from beyond reasonable doubt to clear 

and convincing evidence. Beyond reasonable doubt is extremely high 

threshold, can go with slightly less burdensome of clear and convincing. 

a. Chris – burden of proof on UEC? A - yes 

ii. Comments on how to improve 

iii. Referred to rules committee 

d. A.R. 6-025: A Resolution to Amend the Election Code to Require Write-In Candidates to 

Consent to be Elected 

i. First reads 

1. Jared – loophole for people to be written in and not know about it and be 

seated. Once election results approved…they have 10 days to accept in 

written form 

a. Chris – considered specifying contact by election director? A- 

yes… 

ii. Comments on how to improve 

1. Kathryn – whereas clause… 

iii. Referred to rules committee 

e. A.R. 6-026: A Resolution to Support Moving City Council Elections From August 

Primaries to During the Academic Year  

i. First reads 

1. City of Ann arbor one of 3 in Michigan that does not have elections in 

November for city council, partisan primaries in august then general in 

November. Boils down to – few students here in summer when primaries 

take place, more during academic year. Proposed change city council this 

year, did not pass, no student voice behind this. Saying we care about, 

students would care about, should represent constituents when going to 

be here. Supports resolution and taking to city council.  

a. Chris –city council, how often – 4 year, 2 year terms? A – 2 year 

terms 

b. Ali – have to be registered in Ann Arbor? A – yes 



   

 

c. Frank – reason council doesn’t want to do this? A – will discuss 

with Nadine 

d. Seth – can non-Michigan residents vote in city council elections? 

A – you vote where you’re registered.  

e. Frank – reason council rejected proposal? A – some members 

believe students not voting helps them. Makes constituency 

bigger.  

f. Sam – did you know a lot of Ann arbor residents are resistant 

because the think students here for 4 years shouldn’t have voice 

in long-term? A – they said that was reasoning for 

rejecting…students might not be permanent which is big for city. 

Changes capacity to want to stay here after we 

graduate…affordable housing.  

g. Jared – absentee ballots and early voting for city elections? A – 

status quo 

h. Noah – easy and accessible to vote, not more difficult 

i. Chris – accurate data if possible…researching estimate of 

students registered in city? A – second to last 

whereas…demographics might be hard to find. City does a lot 

for us we don’t give back to them. More sustainable 

relationships. 

j. Ali – consider adding something like that into resolution? A – 

yes 

k. Chris – poll within students at university if possible? A – first 

step, something to look into. Getting that data and conducting 

further research is important. Not trying to exert power over the 

city.  

ii. Comments on how to improve 

iii. Referred to resolutions committee 

1. Kendall PPP – quorum? A- yes 

XIII. Old Business 

a. A.R. 6-019: A Resolution to Provide Funding for the Food Recovery Network  

i. Second reads 

1. Joe – took most comments for change and consideration, coauthor fact-

checked. Changed the numbers. Increase of $12.50. Joe pointed out 

about distribution, added footnote. Misunderstood something she was 

explaining, this is the answer. Phenomenal opportunity to help out, not 

eligible for SOFC funding.  

a. Jared – sales tax included in price? A – no 

b. Josh – budget for this and SOFC funding? A – yes 

ii. Proposed amendments 

1. Kathryn – second whereas clause… 

a. Friendly 

2. Josh – second to last resolved, $412.50? A - no 

iii. Third reads 

iv. Vote 

1. Motion to acclimate; seconded;  



   

 

2. Resolution passes  

b. A.R. 6-020: A Resolution in Support of Printing SAPAC’s Crisis Line on Student 

MCards  

i. Second reads 

1. Joon – junior, lsa stu gov, secretary on eboard, did caps line on mcards, 

why not SAPAC. Sexual assault relevant problem on our campus. 

Campus climate survey…big problem. Resource for students to have on 

mcard. Not just survivors, friends, etc. betters campus community. We 

passed similar resolution about a month ago. Tangible change and real 

results.  

a. David – next steps…Sam Kennedy, be meeting with other 

members who worked on CAPS initiative. Assuming you 

contacted treasurer’s office, probably what we’ll be doing next.  

b. David – statistics about demand for CAPS due to mcard? A – not 

able to retrieve in past week, line is confidential so not sure they 

log resources. Shows you trying to take active stance against 

prevalent problem. Symbolism to what this means to students.  

c. Omar – design for back of Mcard? A – obviously space concern, 

awareness will come through campaign if it passes.  

d. Chris – If resolution passes, beneficial to advertise with SAPAC 

resources? A – yes 

e. Noah – last 2 resolved, CSG working with other student 

governments, anything other than reps working to make happen? 

A – will contact Rackham stu gov and others to see if interested 

in writing similar resolution. Will contact treasurer’s authors.  

i. Noah – anything expecting from CSG other than…? A – 

no 

ii. Proposed amendments 

1. Noah – last 2 resolved start with “encouraged to work” 

a. Friendly 

iii. Third reads 

iv. Vote 

1. Resolution passes 

c. A.R. 6-021: A Resolution to Support Undocumented and DACAmented Students, as well 

as the Continuation of the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) Program 

i. Second reads 

1. David – not much to add from last week, highlight importance, our job to 

stand in support with these students to show CSG is and always will be 

here for them.  

a. Joe – understand why, run out in terms of time or cancelled by? 

A – executive action so can be cancelled on first day of 

administration 

ii. Proposed amendments 

1. Eli – amend for correct number 

a. Friendly 

2. Ali – publicizing? 

a. Friendly 



   

 

iii. Third reads 

iv. Vote 

1. Resolution passes 

a. No with rights 

i. Rachel – read and did a lot of research about the 

program…personally don’t agree with it in general and a 

lot of people on campus don’t agree, representing those 

people on this campus 

XIV. Motions and Other Business 

XV. Announcements and Matters Arising 

a. David – was picking up my tissue. See you on Tuesday 

b. Noah – cabinet meeting Thursday 6pm 

c. Grant – names for benefit dinner, rented rooms for finals week 

d. Whit – UMMA student engagement council, working on project to get more people to 

visit, video if any of you are interested 

e. Sammi – senior design expo on north campus, like a thesis… 

f. Ali – snippet of advice for underclassmen in newsletter 

g. Grace – literary magazine meeting next week 

h. Encore bar night at necto with performances, $7 at the door 

i. Noah – fill out survey I’m sending for bussing to grocery stores 

j. Sam – thanks… 

k. Sheema/Sam– Michigan in color open night mic at UMMA. Thursday SAPAC event 

open mic night, Angell Thursday 

l. Sheema – open mic 730-930pm in UMMA 

m. Sophia – crewnecks 

n. Ramon – show this Thursday…cookie party! 

o. Micah – survey in Facebook group  

p. Joe – I know we’re busy, had to look around for quorum… 

XVI. Closing Roll Call 

XVII. Adjournment – 10:50pm 


